The open string on a non-singular plane wave with constant antisymmetric background B ij and dilaton fields is canonically quantized. This entails exactly solving the classical equations of motion for the string, computing the symplectic form, defining from its inverse the canonical commutation relations, and finding the hamiltonian spectrum. Canonical quantization is proved to be perfectly suited for this task, since the symplectic form is unambiguously defined and non-singular. The string position and the string momentum operators are shown to satisfy equal-time canonical commutation relations. Noticeably the string position operators define non-commutative wave fronts for all values of the string world-sheet parameter σ, thus extending non-commutativity outside the string endpoints. The Minkowski spacetime limit is smooth and reproduces the results in the literature, in particular non-commutativity gets confined to the endpoints.
Introduction
Solutions to the Einstein equations in general relativity have been known for a long time to have plane waves as a limit [3] . This limit, known as the Penrose limit, gives a plane wave spacetime approximation for the full spacetime along a null geodesic. It led in the sixties and seventies to a detailed study of the geometric properties of plane-wave metrics and of matter fields defined on them [4] . Already within string theory, it soon became clear that higher-dimensional plane waves give exact solutions to string theory, provided the KalbRamond and dilaton fields satisfying certain conditions [5] [6] . The generalization of the Penrose limit to string theory [7] further triggered the interest in such metrics. By now, there is a very extensive literature on plane waves in string theory, specially in connection with their occurrence as solutions to 10 and 11-dimensional supergravity with various numbers of supersymmetries [8] . Two milestones in this field are the quantization [9] of the closed superstring on a plane-wave Ramond-Ramond background and the use of maximally supersymmetric plane waves in connection with U(N) N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory [10] .
It is also known that string theory provides an explicit realization of non-commutative spaces. Indeed, an open string in Minkowski spacetime with its endpoints moving on a Dbrane on which a magnetic field is defined generates upon quantization a non-commutative space along the brane [1] [2] [11] [12] . Since non-commutativity is a candidate [13] to reconcile quantum mechanics with general relativity and the low energy limit of string theory includes general relativity, it seems natural to explore the connection of noncommutativity with gravity within string theory. One way to push forward this line of work is to take advantage of the Penrose limit in string theory and examine noncommutativity and their implications for plane wave backgrounds. In this paper we take a first step along this direction and show that the wave fronts that result from quantization of an open string on a non-singular plane-wave solution of string theory are non-commutative spaces.
More precisely, we will exactly quantize the open string interacting through a nonsingular plane-wave metric
and constant antisymmetric and dilaton fields
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It will come out that the position operators X 1 (τ, σ) and X 2 (τ, σ ′ ) do not commute for arbitrary σ and σ ′ , so that non-commutativity is not restricted to the string endpoints. Our results will reproduce in the limit m → 0 those in the literature for Minkowski spacetime [1] [2] . In particular, non-commutativity will get confined to the string endpoints as m → 0. Non-commutativity requires from a non-zero antisymmetric background field B ij . It may be provided by a non-zero antisymmetric background field B ij , or it may also receive a contribution from a magnetic field F ij living on a D1-brane on which the endpoints may be assumed to move. In either case, non-commutativity extends outside the string endpoints.
In this paper we will work in light-cone and conformal gauges. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we derive the equations of motion for the classical string and solve them. The solution turns out to be an infinite sum over modes, with a highly nontrivial dependence on the parameter m. As compared to the open string in Minkowski spacetime, two important differences are encountered. The first one is that the string has a finite number of non-oscillating degrees of freedom associated to modes exponentially growing and decaying in τ . The second one is that the string total momentum is not an independent degree of freedom but receives contributions from all the modes. In Section 3 the string is canonically quantized. This is done by calculating the symplectic form and then using it to find the commutation relations for the operators associated to all the string modes. The symplectic form is unambiguous and non-singular, not being necessary to provide additional constraints or to modify its definition so as to fix the commutators. As a check it is shown that the string momentum and the string position operators satisfy equal-time canonical commutation relations. Section 4 shows that the string position operators X 1 and X 2 do not commute for arbitrary values of σ and σ ′ , thus defining non-commutative waves fronts. In Section 5 we find the eigenstates and spectrum of the hamiltonian. Section 6 contains our conclusions. We have included two Appendices with some of the details of the calculations of Sections 2 and 4.
2 Classical open string in a non-singular plane-wave background Due to its length, this section is divided into four parts. In the first one, we set the notation and find the classical equations of motion for an open string on the plane-fronted spacetime (1.1) with constant dilaton and antisymmetric background fields (1.2). In the second one, the equations of motion are solved and expressions for the string coordinates as sums over modes ready to be quantized are found. The third subsection contains a brief discussion of the string center of mass coordinates and the string total momentum. In the fourth part we discuss the case m 2 κ 2 ≪ 1.
Classical action, field equations, Virasoro constraints and momenta
Let us consider an open string in the D-dimensional plane-wave metric G µν (X) given in equation (1.1) with antisymmetric background field B µν (X) and dilaton field Φ(X) as in (1.2) . If γ rs denotes the metric on the string world-sheet and R stands for its scalar curvature, the bosonic part of the string classical action can be written as
As usual the world-sheet coordinates τ and σ take values on the intervals −∞ < τ < ∞ and 0 ≤ σ ≤ π. Lower case letters r, s, . . . from the end of the Roman alphabet stand for world-sheet indices, Greek letters µ, ν, . . . for spacetime indices, and ǫ rs is defined by ǫ 01 = 1. We are using units in which string coordinates have dimensions of length and τ, σ are dimensionless. If wished, the string endpoints may be assumed to lie on a Dp-brane (p = 1 for the case that we are considering) on which a magnetic field lives. This amounts to adding to the action a term
, with A i (X) the U(1) gauge field on the brane. If this term is included in the action, the analysis in this paper goes through with the only difference that the field B µν must be replaced by the Born-Infeld field strength B µν = B µν − F µν , where F µν = ∂ µ A ν − ∂ ν A µ is the U(1) field strength on the brane.
Let us say a few words about the plane-wave metric (1.1). This is a particular case of the most general plane-wave metric
where now the index k runs from 1 to D − 2. The choice for the metric coefficient F in (1.1) (i) solves the sigma model equations for the string to all orders in α ′ , (ii) is free of spacetime singularities, meaning its geodesics are complete, and (iii) is compatible with a constant 2-form B kk ′ [6] . The analysis and results in this paper can be trivially extended to
and a 2-form B µν whose only non-zero components are B 12 , B 34 , . . . For the sake of comparison we mention that the maximally supersymmetric solution to 10-dimensional supergravity (D = 10) on which the closed string has been exactly quantized [9] has
and involves two constant 5-forms. As compared to this choice, we note the different relative signs with which (X 2k−1 ) 2 and (X 2k ) 2 enter the metric coefficient F (X + , X k ) in our case. Closed strings on non non-singular backgrounds of type have been considered in ref. [14] .
The string action has three world-sheet symmetries. We will fix one of them by working in light-cone gauge
with κ a parameter with dimensions of length. The other two will be fixed by choosing conformal gauge. It is convenient to recall [14] in this regard that light-cone gauge can be imposed in string theory for curved spacetime only if there is a covariantly constant null vector and this is the case for plane waves. In light-cone gauge and in terms of
the classical action S in the background under consideration takes the form
where the lagrangian density L is given by
From now on, the index i will be reserved for the 1 and 2 directions, whereas a will run from 3 to D − 2. Variation of the action with respect to h τ τ and h τ σ yields the Virasoro constraints, and variation with respect to the string coordinates X − , X i and X a yield the classical equations of motion and boundary conditions. We have already announced that we will work in conformal gauge, in which h τ τ = −1 and h τ σ = 0. In this gauge the Virasoro constraints become
the field equations take the form
σ the 2-dimensional d'Alambertian, and the boundary conditions read
To quantize the theory we will need the momenta. In our case, these are given in light-cone and conformal gauges by
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In terms of them the lagrangian density L can be written as
where the hamiltonian density has the form
Solution to the classical equations of motion
Acting with ∂ τ and ∂ σ on the Virasoro constraints (2.3) and (2.4) and noting the field equations for X i and X a , the equation of motion (2.5) for the string coordinate X − follows. To find the classical solution it is then enough to solve for X i and X a and substitute the solutions in the Virasoro constraints to find X − . Let us then solve the problems for X a and X i .
The solution for X a is the well-known mode sum
where c a n are complex constants of integration (mode amplitudes). Reality of X a implies that c a 0 and d a 0 are real and that (c a n ) ⋆ = c a −n . The solution for X 1 and X 2 is more involved. To find it we use separation of variables
. This gives
where the dot and prime indicate differentiation with respect to τ and σ respectively. The boundary conditions (2.10) and (2.11) imply that non-trivial solutions are only possible for λ 1 = λ 2 . We therefore set λ := λ 1 = λ 2 , introduce
and distinguish several cases. Case 1.: λ = 0. It is straightforward to see that non-trivial solutions only exist if mκ is an integer. In particular, for mκ an odd integer the solution reads 20) whereas for mκ an even integer the solution takes the form It is very easy to see then that the modes for X 1 and X 2 have the form
where a λ(k,l) and b λ(k,l) are arbitrary constants of integration. It follows from eqs. (2.24) that α and β must be integers and that their difference must be an even integer. Hence we write
with k and l arbitrary positive integers since β ≥ α and α and β are defined as positive.
With this, equations (2.18) imply In this case the case the modes for X 1 and X 2 read
where c λ is a arbitrary constant of integration and K λ is given by
Let us study the solutions of equation (2.23) under condition (2.29). Equation (2.23) is an equation in λ 2 , so its solutions come in pairs (λ, −λ). Solutions with λ 2 > 0 provide real λ and oscillating degrees of freedom. By contrast, solutions with λ 2 < 0 correspond to imaginary λ, for which the τ -exponentials are real.
For λ 2 > 0 and sufficiently large, the left-hand side of the equation (2.23) can be expanded in powers of x = m 2 κ 2 /λ 2 ≪ 1, with result
The left-hand side is, up to order x 3 , negative for integer λ and positive for non-integer λ. It follows that the left-hand side of equation (2.23), to which (2.33) is an approximation for large λ, must change its sign twice in the vicinity of every integer n ≫ |mκ|, thus proving the existence of two solutions around n. These solutions can be found as power series in mκ/n by making for λ in the neighborhood of n the ansatz
where the coefficient a 0 has been taken equal to 1 since λ = n solves equation (2.23) to lowest order. Substituting this ansatz in eq. (2.23) and solving order by order in mκ/n, one obtains two different sets of solutions for the coefficients {a k }, leading to
This confirms the existence of two real eigenvalues for every large enough integer n, thus showing that there are infinitely many real solutions with |λ| > |mκ|. By contrast, there is only a finite number of real solutions with |λ| < |mκ| and this number depends on the value of mκ. This can be seen as follows. Assume, without loss of generality, that mκ is in between two consecutive integers, so that N ≤ |mκ| < N + 1, with N a positive integer. Denote by N ′ the integer such that 
We come now to imaginary solutions. For λ 2 < 0, with |λ| > mκ, the left-hand side of equation (2.23) is positive definite and never vanishes. Hence imaginary solutions must have |λ| < mκ. Using similar arguments to those employed for real λ, it can be seen that in this case the number of solution for a given mκ is 2(N + 1), with N the integer such that N < |mκ| ≤ N + 1.
This analysis shows that there are infinitely many modes of type (2.30)-(2.31), of which a finite number of them have imaginary λ with |λ| < |mκ|, a finite number have real λ with |λ| < |mκ|, and infinitely many of them have real λ with |λ| > |mκ|. It is important to emphasize that this is so for arbitrary values of mκ, since equation (2.23) and condition (2.29) do not place any limitation on mκ. These modes can also be written in the following way, which will be very useful in some parts of this paper. The eigenvalue equation (2.23) can be recast as
with F ± (λ) functions given by
Condition (2.29) and the observation that F + (λ) and F − (λ) do not have common zeros imply that set of solutions to the eigenvalue equation (2.23) is the union of the disjoint sets Λ + = {λ + } and Λ − = {λ − } of solutions of the equations
It is then a matter of algebra to write X 1 and X 2 as
with X i ± given by
All in all we conclude that the solution for the boundary problem for X 1 , X 2 is: (1) If mκ is not an integer and its square is not an even integer, the only modes that occur are those in eqs. (2.37)-(2.38), corresponding to λ ∈ Λ ± . (2) If mκ is not an integer but its square is an even integer, one has in addition the modes (k l) in (2.25)-(2.26). corresponding to λ ∈ Λ ± . (3) If mκ is an even integer, there is one additional mode, X . We summarize all these situations by writing
The mode expansions for the momenta P i , P a follow from their expressions (2.14)-(2.15) in terms of string coordinates and the mode expansions for the string coordinates. For the flat a-directions it is trivial to arrive at
c a n cos nσ e −i nτ .
For the i-directions we have
where the explicit expressions for the various contributions to the right-hand side can be found in Appendix A.
The string center of mass coordinates and the string total momentum
The string center of mass coordinates
and the string total momentum
are straightforward to calculate from the mode expansions in the previous subsection. Let us consider for instance the total momentum. For the flat a-directions integration over dσ gives the standard result
The a-component of the total string momentum is thus given by one of the string modes in that direction. The situation for the 1 and 2-component is very different. Indeed, integration over dσ of the equations in Appendix A yields
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The components p 1 and p 2 receive contributions from all the string modes in those directions. More importantly, p 1 and p 2 are not conserved since their derivatives with respect to τ do not vanish. This is not a surprise, for the plane-wave metric (1.1) is not invariant under translations in the 1 and 2-directions. Upon quantization, we therefore do not expect the eigenvalues of the corresponding operators to play a significant rôle. It is trivial to convince oneself that this collective nature of p i is also true for the string center of mass coordinates, whose explicit expression can be trivially obtained through integration over dσ.
2.4
Case |mκ| ≪ 1
We finish by considering the regime |mκ| ≪ 1. Since mκ is not an integer, nor m 2 κ 2 is an even integer, the only modes that exist in this case are those in (2.30)-(2.31), or equivalently (2.37)-(2.38). Furthermore, the mode eigenvalues λ can be explicitly found as formal power series in mκ by making the ansatz λ = ∞ 0 b k (mκ) k and solving equation (2.23) for the coefficients b k order by order. Proceeding in this way we obtain:
(i) Imaginary eigenvalues. As already mentioned, they have |λ| < |mκ|. The algebra shows that there are only two of them, Λ I = {±iλ I }, given by
In terms of equations (2.35), they happen to solve F − (λ) = 0, thus belong to Λ − .
(ii) Real eigenvalues with |λ| < |mκ|. There are also two of them, Λ R = {±λ R }, where
. (2.44)
They are now solutions of F + (λ) = 0, thus are in Λ + .
(iii) Real eigenvalues with |λ| > |mκ|. They read
where n is a non-zero integer and the +/− signs on the right-hand side correspond to λ n /λ n on the left side. We will use the notation Λ := {λ n } andΛ := {λ n }. These eigenvalues can be reorganized in terms of solutions of equations (2.35) as ) and two non-zero real modes (λ R , −λ R ), and every pair of flat modes (n, −n) unfolds into four modes (λ n ,λ n , λ −n ,λ −n ). Whereas in Minkowski space-time, the string center of mass and string total momentum are independent degrees of freedom associated to the 4-degenerate zero mode, in our plane-wave background they are collective quantities.
Quantization
There is a discussion in the literature for m = 0 as for how to quantize the open string with non-trivial boundary conditions like those in (2.10) and (2.11). It seems to be a widespread believe that these boundary conditions impeach the use of canonical quantization. In fact, for m = 0, Dirac quantization, with the boundary conditions regarded as constraints, has been used as an alternative. The problem that arises then is whether the boundary conditions should be regarded as first or second class, and this is not a trivial choice for they lead to different results [15] [16] .
We will use plain canonical quantization and show that there is nothing wrong with it. Our approach consists of two steps. In the first one we compute the symplectic form in terms of the modes. This is straightforward, since the action is first order in time derivatives and it is well-known how to proceed in these cases [17] [18] . The resulting symplectic form will be non-singular, so it has an inverse. Its inverse defines, upon standard canonical quantization [17] , the commutation relations for the quantum theory. We emphasize that the calculation of the symplectic form may be involved but ,as pointed out in refs. [17] [18], as far as it is non-singular there is nothing wrong with canonical quantization and there is no need to introduce constraints of any type. It is also worth noting in this respect that the boundary conditions have already been taken into account in solving the classical equations of motions, so one would naïvely expect the symplectic form to already account for them. We will see that this quantization method is consistent with the equal-time commutation relations
In Section 5 we will explicitly construct the Fock-Hilbert space for the theory and find the hamiltonian spectrum.
Symplectic form and canonical quantization
The action in conformal gauge and light-cone coordinates takes the form
where F is given by
In view of this, we write for the symplectic form
It has a contribution Ω pp from the i-directions and a contribution Ω flat from the flat a-directions. They do not mix, thus can be inverted independently from each other. Recalling the mode expansions for X a and P a , one easily arrives at
This can be written as
where
, c a n } and a summation over indices M = (a, n) and M ′ = (a ′ , n ′ ) is understood. The form Ω flat is non-singular and can be inverted. Upon quantization, the amplitudes {A M } become operators with commutation relations given by the inverse of Ω as
This yields the standard commutation relations
Reality of the field operators X a imply that c To compute Ω pp it is most convenient to use equation (2.14) and write P i in terms of derivatives of X i with respect to τ and σ. This gives
As compared to the flat a-directions, for which 2πα ′ P a = ∂ τ X a , the nontrivial boundary conditions not only modify the modes but also add a boundary termΩ pp to the symplectic form. Computation of the boundary pieceΩ pp is straightforward. To calculateΩ pp , we use the mode expansion (2.39), integrate over dσ, rearrange the mode sums and employ that the eigenvalues λ ∈ Λ ± are solutions of equations (2.35). After some very long, but also very straightforward algebra, we obtain that
The various contributions in this equation are given by
) (3.10 )
where f (λ), f a (λ) and f b (λ) read
In accordance with the notation that we are using, the double signs ± on the right of the equation for f (λ) apply, respectively, to the eigenvalues λ ± solving the equations (2.35). We make at this point two comments concerning the computation of Ω pp . The first one is that the only non-zero components Ω M M ′ of the symplectic form have M +M ′ = 0, where M labels all the existing mode {A M } = {a o , b o , a e , b e , a λ(k,l) , b λ(k,l) , c λ }. Some authors call this orthogonality of modes. Note in particular that there is not any mixing of the modes for m 2 κ 2 = even, mκ = even and mκ = odd among themselves, nor with modes λ ∈ Λ ± . The second comment is to emphasize that the result above for Ω pp follows straightforwardly from eqs. (3.5)-(3.6) after plain integration over dσ, without any assumption whatsoever.
The form Ω pp is non-singular and has an inverse Ω −1 pp . Canonical quantization is then straightforward. The amplitudes {A M } become operators. Hermiticity of X i implies that a o , b o , a e , b e and c λ (λ ∈ Λ ± imaginary) are hermitean and that
The commutation rules are obtained from the inverse of Ω pp as in (3.3)-(3.4), the only non-trivial commutation relations being
We note that f (λ) is real for λ real and imaginary for λ imaginary. The space of states on which these operators act and their action is given in the Section 5. Let us move on to study the consistency of this quantization with the canonical commutation relations (3.1).
Canonical commutation relations
The commutator [X i (τ, σ), P j (τ, σ ′ )] can be computed by replacing X i and P j with their mode expansions and using the relations (3.15)-(3.18) for the mode operators in them. In doing so, the τ -dependence of the commutator is removed and a mode sum is left. This sum involves in particular an infinite sum over mode eigenvalues λ ∈ Λ ± whose terms are products of sines and cosines at ασ, βσ, ασ ′ , βσ ′ with complicated coefficients involving the function f (λ). We do not see a way to perform this sum in closed form and obtain a compact expression for the commutator. We will instead expand the commutator in powers of mκ and perform the mode sums order by order in mκ. We do this in the sequel.
If |mκ| ≪ 1, the only modes that exist are those in eqs. (2.37)-(2.38). We recall from Subsection 2.4 that in this case the mode eigenvalues are given by Λ I = {±iλ I }, Λ R = {±λ R }, Λ = {λ n } andΛ = {λ n } in eqs. (2.43)-(2.45), with n = ±1, ±2, . . . We denote by {c I ± }, {c R ± }, {c n } and {c n } the corresponding annihilation and creation operators, for which hermiticity of the string position operators implies (c
Expanding the right-hand-side of eq. (3.15) in powers of mκ, we obtain the following commutations relations for them:
all other commutators being zero. The commutator [
of four contributions C i j (ω; σ, σ ′ ) arising from the four sets in which the modes have been organized. Each one of these contributions is a power series in mκ, depends on σ and σ ′ and can be computed with relative ease order by order. To illustrate this, let us take as an example i = j = 2. After some algebra we obtain
It follows from inspection of these formuli that only C 
where the subscript 0 refers to the order in mκ. To sum the order-two in mκ contributions, it is convenient to introduce variables σ ± = σ ± σ ′ , which take values σ − ∈ [−π, π] and σ + ∈ [0, 2π]. In terms of these, we have
where F 1 and F 2 stand for the Fourier series
Putting together all contributions of order two in eqs. (3.23)-(3.26), we obtain
in agreement with (3.1). Proceeding in the same way, it is straightforward to see that the commutation relations in (3.1) also hold for other values of i and j, so we can write
This proves the consistency of the quantization procedure used here with equal-time canonical commutation relations, at least up to order m 4 κ 4 .
We find quite surprising the asymmetric rôle that each type of mode plays in this analysis, yet all combine to produce the desired result. It is also worth noting that C i j (Λ) will involve to any order in mκ polynomials in σ ± multiplied with convergent Fourier series of σ ± , thus becoming a question of algebra force to go to higher orders in mκ.
It is by now clear that canonical quantization works and that it does because the symplectic form is non-singular. To fix the commutators, one could think to use for the symplectic form the τ -average
rather than Ω itself, and integrate first over dτ and then over dσ. While for m = 0 this leads to the correct result, the analysis performed here shows that it is not necessary. Furthermore, for m = 0, it must be pointed out that, because of the occurrence of real τ -exponentials and their diverge at either T → ∞ or T → −∞, integration over dσ and dτ cannot be interchanged and this prescription must be ruled out in this case.
Non-commutative wave fronts
The plane-wave metric (1.1) foliates spacetime by null surfaces X + = const. We show next that these paces are non-commutative. The commutator X 1 (τ, σ), X 2 (τ, σ ′ ) can be computed by replacing X 1 and X 2 with their mode expansions and using the commutation relations (3.15)-(3.18) for the mode operators. This results in
where the contribution Θ Λ ± (σ, σ ′ ) is given by
We recall that the sum in Θ {(k,l)} (σ, σ ′ ) is over the finite number of solutions (k, l) of equation (2.28) and that α and β in this sum are as in (2.27), so the contributions (4.3)(4.5) do not pose any problems.
The most complicated piece to understand is the contribution Θ Λ ± (σ, σ ′ ). We may proceed as in Section 3 and consider |mκ| ≪ 1. In this case only Θ Λ ± (σ, σ ′ ) contributes to the commutator [X 1 , X 2 ]. Expanding the right-hand side of equation (4.2) in powers of mκ, the sum over modes can then be performed order by order in mκ, so that Θ(σ, σ ′ ) becomes a power series
whose coefficients are explicit functions of σ and σ ′ . The first two terms of this series are calculated in Appendix B. We exhibit here the result. At the string endpoints we obtain
whereas at σ + σ ′ = 0, 2π we have
The limit m → 0 is smooth and reproduces the results in the literature. In fact, as m → 0, that is, as Minkowski spacetime s approached, only the first term in (4.6) survives and the results in ref. [2] are recovered. For m = 0, two novelties are found: non-commutativity at the string endpoints receives m-dependent corrections, and non-commutativity occurs for arbitrary values of σ and σ ′ , so that it extends outside the string endpoints. Even for σ = σ ′ non-commutativity pervades, since in that case
Only at the string midpoint σ = σ ′ = π/2 one has Θ = 0, not only for m 2 κ 2 ≪ 1 but also for arbitrary mκ since the right-hand side of (4.2) vanishes. Note also that commutativity is recovered as B → 0.
The results in this Section may be viewed from two perspectives. The first one is to assume a constant background field B 12 = B and that the string endpoints move freely, except for the boundary conditions imposed by the presence of the B field. The endpoints are then not distinguished by non-commutativity. The second one is to assume that B ij vanishes but that the string endpoints are constrained to move on a D1-brane located at x a 0 on which a constant magnetic field F 12 = B is defined. The boundary conditions for X 1 and X 2 then remain unchanged while those for X a become X a σ=0,π = x a 0 . The only difference with the situation discussed here is that the mode expansion for X a is no longer (2.17) but rather
This only introduces some trivial modifications in the analysis of the flat a-directions [2] . From this point of view, the plane-wave metric extends non-commutativity outside the D1-brane, i.e. outside the manifold on which the magnetic field is defined.
5 The Fock-Hilbert space and the spectrum
We want to solve the eigenvalue problem
where the hamiltonian is given by the integral over σ of the hamiltonian density H in equation (2.16) . It is convenient to split H as the sum
from the flat a-directions and a contribution
from the 1,2-directions. The eigenstates of H are then of the form |ψ = |ψ flat ⊗ |ψ pp and the eigenenergies read E = E flat + E pp , with {|ψ flat , E flat } and {|ψ pp , E pp } the solutions to the eigenvalue problems
The problem for H flat is, apart from the number of dimensions, the same one as for the open string in Minkowski spacetime. Using the mode expansions for X a , one obtains for H flat a sum
of harmonic oscillator hamiltonians, one for every frequency n > 0 in every direction a. As usual, : AB : denotes normal ordering of AB and the sum n>0 n entering the normal ordering constant has been regulated using ζ-regularization, so that it takes the value ζ(−1) = −1/12. The solution for H flat is well known. The Fock space is formed by states
with k a n the occupancy number of the harmonic oscillator of frequency n in the a-direction. The energies of these states are
We note that the sum over n is actually finite, since for every eigenstates there is a finite number of non-zero occupancy numbers k a n . The action of c b n † and c b n on |{k a r }, p a is √ 2α ′ n times the usual one of creation and annihilation harmonic oscillator operators. The eigenvalue problem for H pp is a bit more involved. Employing the mode expansions for X i , we obtain after some work that
The commutation relations (3.15) for the operators c λ , yield for the contribution H R
where K R is the normal ordering constant
This hamiltonian H R is again a sum of harmonic oscillators, one for every real λ > 0. From Section 2 we know that there are infinitely many positive real λ with no accumulation point. This implies that the normal ordering constant K R will need regularization. We will come back to this point later on. The eigenstates are harmonic oscillator states
where k λ is the occupancy number for the harmonic oscillator of frequency λ. The corresponding energies read
The action of c † λ and c λ on the states |{k λ ′ } is πα ′ /f (λ) times the usual action of annihilation and creation harmonic oscillator operators.
We now come to the eigenvalue problem for H I . It is convenient to introduce for every imaginary λ operatorsq λ andp λ defined by
In terms of them, H I takes the form
The operatorsp λ andq λ are hermitean, and so is H I . Furthermore,q λ andp λ satisfy commutation relations [q λ ,p λ ] = i sign λf (λ) . The solution for H I can be expressed as |ψ I = |ϕ λ and E I = E λ , with the product and the sum extended over all imaginary λ with Imλ > 0, and {|ψ λ , E λ } being solutions of
for every imaginary λ with Imλ > 0. To solve (5.9) we work in position representation, in which the wave function for |ψ λ is ψ λ (q λ ) and the operatorsq λ andp λ act on it through multiplication and derivation, i.e.q λ → q λ andp λ → i d dq λ . Equation (5.9) then becomes
This is the time-independent Schrödinger equation for a particle in an inverted harmonic potential. It does not have bound states and for every real E λ it admits the following two linearly independent solutions:
; iq 2 λ , where Φ(µ, ν; z) is the degenerate hypergeometric function. Both ψ λ,1 (q λ ) and ψ λ,2 (q λ ) are regular at q λ = 0, while at |q λ | → ∞ are superpositions of the oscillating exponentials
The most general solution for ψ λ (q λ ) is then an arbitrary linear combination
It follows that ψ λ (q λ ) e iE λ τ is a scattering state which in this position representation is asymptotically formed by one incoming and one outgoing traveling wave. It is worth noting that these waves are not plane and that the effect of the inverted harmonic potential is felt at |q λ | → ∞. The eigenstates of H I are then
E λ real and arbitrary, (5.10) and the energies read
The action of c ±λ on ψ λ (q λ ) is through (5.8) and multiplication and derivation. We note that the states |ψ I play in the 1 and 2-directions the equivalent rôle to that of the plane wave states |p a in the flat a-directions. In going from Minkowski spacetime over to our plane-wave background, |ψ I replaces the plane wave part |p 1 , p 2 along the 1,2-directions. Putting everything we have so far together, the space of states is formed by states |ψ {k a n } ⊗ |{k λ } Reλ>0 } ⊗ |{E λ } Imλ>0 . Let us now come back to the question of the normal ordering constant K R . For every mκ we can always take an integer N such that m 2 κ 2 ≪ N 2 and split the sum in (5.6) for K R into two sums: one over 0 < λ < N and a second one over N < λ. Since (mκ/N) 2 ≪ 1, the λ ′ s entering the second sum are given by equation (2.45) and we can write
All terms in this equation are finite with the exception of the third one, which accordingly to (2.45) contains the divergent sum n>0 n. Regularizing this in the same way as for the flat a-directions we arrive at
where ∆K(m) collects all m-dependent contributions to K R . With this, we obtain for the
If mκ is such that it squares to an even integer, or is itself an even or odd integer, the hamiltonian also receives the contributions H {(k,l)} , H e and H o in (5.4)-(5.5). In case m 2 κ 2 = even, it is trivial to see that
λ .
This only adds to the total hamiltonian two harmonic oscillators for every λ(k, l), one for the a λ -mode and one for the b λ -mode, and contributes to the normal ordering constant with a finite quantity. The eigenstates and eigenenergies are trivial to write. Assume for example m 2 κ 2 = 6. There is then only one solution for (k, l), namely k = 2, l = 1, which gives two additional oscillators and one additional contribution equal to λ = √ 10 to the normal ordering constant. For mκ = even and mκ = odd, one has an m-dependent momentum-like contribution to the energy.
Consider now m 2 κ 2 ≪ 1. In this case the eigenvalues as power series in mκ are known from Section 2 and it is straightforward to see that
which is negative. The energy of the ground state is thus lower than that in Minkowski spacetime.
Conclusion and outlook
In this paper we have quantized the open string on a non-singular plane wave with constant antisymmetric background B µν and dilaton fields. Quantization has been performed using canonical quantization, which has proved perfectly suited for the task, thus making not necessary to resort to Dirac quantization and avoiding the problem of whether the boundary conditions for the string endpoints should be regarded as first or second class constraints. The position operators for the quantized string define non-commutative spaces, the wave fronts, for all values of the string parameter σ. Noticeably non-commutativity extends outside the string endpoints and has the correct Minkowski spacetime limit. These results suggest that further investigation of open strings on plane-wave backgrounds may help, via the Penrose limit, to understand if non-commutativity plays a rôle in relation with gravity. In this scenario, both the string-tension scale and the low-energy field-theory limit look appealing. The first one since, after all, the non-commutativity matrix Θ is proportional to α ′ . The second one because it may shed some light on an effective theory for non-commutative gravity. It must be mentioned in this regard that there is vast literature [19] on the formulation of Seiberg-Witten maps for gravity and effective non-commutative corrections to general relativity solutions, plane waves among them [20] .
From a purely string theory point of view, the strings considered here may be thought of as "in" and "out" states to study string scattering on more complicated spaces, which in turn will have a Penrose limit. The contribution of the modes X Summing all the contributions of order zero in mκ in these equations, we have
where F 1 (σ + ) is the Fourier series (3.28). This trivially leads to the order zero contributions in eqs. (4.6) and (4.7). To sum the order two contributions, we first note that 
